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1. INTRODUCTION
This paper desribes the �rst showase of the NESPOLE!
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system. NESPOLE! is a speeh-to-speeh mahine trans-

lation system designed to provide fully funtional speeh-

to-speeh apabilities within real-world settings of ommon

users involved in e-ommere appliations. The projet is a

ollaboration between three European researh laboratories

(IRST in Trento, Italy; ISL at Universit�at Karlsruhe (TH) in

Germany; and CLIPS at Universit�e Joseph Fourier in Greno-

ble, Frane), one US researh group (ISL at Carnegie Mel-

lon University in Pittsburgh, PA) and two industrial part-

ners (APT; Trento, Italy { the Trentino provinial tourism

board, and Aethra; Anona, Italy { a tele-ommuniations

ompany). The projet is funded jointly by the European

Commission and the US' NSF.

The main goal of NESPOLE! is to advane the state-of-

the-art of speeh-to-speeh translation in realisti senar-

ios and involving naive users. The �rst showase presented

in this demonstration involves an English{, Frenh{, or

German{speaking lient enquiring about winter-sports pos-

sibilities in the Trentino region of the Italian Alps via a

NetMeeting
r
 onnetion. His or her questions are answered

by an Italian-speaking agent at APT, while the NESPOLE!

system provides speeh-to-speeh translation and a multi-

modal Whiteboard, whih users an use to point to shared

web-sites or draw on shared maps, therefore enhaning the

oral ommuniation with extra apabilities.

This paper is organized as follows: we will �rst present a gen-

eral system desription whih overs the urrent hardware

setup as well as the design priniples of the NESPOLE! sys-

tem in general. We will then present the user interfae, and
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NESPOLE! { NEgotiation through SPOken Language in

E-ommere.

*Also at Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA.

Figure 1: A user during a NESPOLE! video-

onferening session.

the results from two system evaluations, one with respet

to system performane under di�erent network onditions

and an end-to-end evaluation. The referenes at the end of

this paper serve as pointers to further information about the

NESPOLE! system.

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The NESPOLE! system uses a lient-server arhiteture to

allow a ommon user, who is browsing web-pages on the

Internet, to onnet seamlessly to a speeh-to-speeh trans-

lation servie using for example Mirosoft's NetMeeting
r


software. In the urrent showase, a user browses the web-

pages of the Trentino region in Italy for winter-sports possi-

bilities and, as he doesn't �nd all the information he wants,

liks on a button provided on the web-page to establish

a video-onferening
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onnetion to a human \agent" of

the Trentino tourist board (see �gure 1). He an then

ask natural-language questions to the agent, whih the NE-

SPOLE! server will translate and vie-versa. Currently, the
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The use of the video-onferening feature is optional and

an be dropped to redue bandwidth, as the system fun-

tionality is ful�lled entirely by the data and audio streams.



Figure 2: The distributed NESPOLE! system arhi-

teture.

agent speaks Italian, while the lient an speak either En-

glish, Frenh or German.

The Interlingua-based translation system overs the ativi-

ties of planning and sheduling winter holidays and similar

ativities in the Trentino region. By using NESPOLE!, us-

tomers an be served in several languages without the need

to employ agents apable of speaking all of them. Addition-

ally, the NESPOLE! system inorporates a speial White-

board with multi-modal apabilities, allowing the agent and

the lient to share maps or web-pages.

2.1 Hardware requirements
The system requires no speial hardware on the lient's side,

exept a standard PC or portable devie with mirophone

and loudspeakers or headsets as well as an Internet onne-

tion with a bandwidth of about 64kbit/s. We have for exam-

ple demonstrated the system on a laptop running Windows

2000, onneted to the Internet via a wireless LAN link.

The hardware setup used within the NESPOLE! system is

shown in �gure 2. The lient onnets to a speial server,

the so-alled \Mediator" mahine, whih then in turn es-

tablishes onnetions to the so-alled \HLT-servers", whih

provide the ASR and MT apabilities. The Mediator also

runs under Windows, while the HLT servers run on di�erent

avours of Linux on Intel PCs or Unix workstations. The IP

onnetions between the Mediator omputer and the agent

and lient use the H323 video-onferening standard, whih

is based on UDP for the audio stream. Data is transmitted

via TCP. This means that there will be little time delay dur-

ing transmission, whih is important for human-to-human

ommuniation, but short segments of speeh an be lost

during transmission. The links between the Mediator and

the HLT servers use TCP. The e�et of paket-loss on the

demo will be disussed in the system evaluation setion. The

logial system design is shown in �gure 3.

The system omplexity is hidden from the user, as he only

Figure 3: The logial view of the NESPOLE! system.

ommuniates with the Mediator omputer. Currently, we

usually run the Mediator at IRST in Trento, while the agent

is being alled at APT, also in Trento. The HLT servers,

whih provide speeh reognition, translation and synthesis,

run at the loations of the partiipating partners, i.e. at the

Universities in Trento, Pittsburgh, Grenoble and Karlsruhe.

The hosen design allows for maximum exibility during

usage: Mediators and HLT-servers an be run in several

loations, so that the optimal on�guration given the ur-

rent user loation and network traÆ an be hosen at run-

time. The omputationally intensive part of speeh reogni-

tion and translation is done on dediated server mahines.

The lient mahine an therefore be very \thin", so that

the servie is available nearly everywhere and to everyone,

inluding mobile devies and publi information kiosks.

2.2 Software
A omplete all through the system starts by a lient re-

questing a NetMeeting onnetion with the Mediator. The

Mediator identi�es the lient's native language by an en-

try in the \Name" �eld, whih is transmitted during alls

and will then ontat the HLT server for the lient's lan-

guage, the HLT server for the agent's language (urrently

Italian), to hek the availability of translation servies and

try to establish a NetMeeting onnetion to an agent. It

will only aept the all from the lient, one these three

required onnetions have been established. Speeh from

the lient will be reeived by the Mediator, forwarded to the

respetive HLT server, whih will in turn perform speeh

reognition and analysis into a language-independent \In-

terhange Format" (IF) [6℄, whih is then transmitted to

the HLT server assoiated with the agent, where text will

be generated from the IF. This text string will then be syn-

thesized and the resulting audio is transmitted to the agent

via the Mediator. Multi-modal gestures, suh as drawing

on a map or video data is transmitted diretly between the

ommuniation partners.



The speeh reognition and translation omponents have

been developed by the partiipating partners during the

projet. Further information on the implementation of these

modules an be found in the referenes at the end of this

paper, summarized in setion 5. In NESPOLE! we use an

Interlingua-based translation approah, beause this allows

us to easily expand the system to other languages thanks to

the star-shaped arhiteture evident in �gure 3, and inor-

porate an user feed-bak loop by generating a paraphrase in

the user's own language (useful for error orretion).

System response time is highly variable due to the uner-

tain and varying network onditions. The speeh reogni-

tion omponents use run-on reognition, i.e. reognition

starts as soon as the �rst pakets of data arrive, and run

approximately real-time (German) or less than 3 times real-

time (English) on standard 1GHz Pentium-III PCs running

Linux. Depending on network onditions, text representa-

tions of speeh reognition or translation, as disussed in the

following setion on the user interfae, an be available in

less than one seond after a subjet stopped speaking. Un-

der bad network onditions, the same proess an however

take several seonds, too.

3. USER INTERFACE
Signi�ant attention was therefore devoted to designing an

appropriate front-end user interfae for the system, that

allows both lients and agents an intuitive and relatively

simple ontrol over their ommuniation proess. The user

interfae display is Windows
r
-based and onsists of four

windows:

� the Mirosoft
r
Internet Explorer

� the Mirosoft
r
Windows NetMeeting

� the AeWhiteboard

� the Nespole Monitor

These windows an be seen in �gure 4. Using Internet Ex-

plorer, the user ativates the audio and video all with an

agent who an help him and give him the answers and the

details he needs: all the user has to do is to lik a button

on the browser page and automatially Mirosoft Windows

NetMeeting is opened and the audio and video onnetion

goes up.

We found it important to visually present aspets of the

speeh-translation proess to the end user. This is aom-

plished via the Nespole Monitor display. Three textual rep-

resentations are displayed in learly identi�ed �elds, shown

in �gure 5:

1. a transript of the spoken utterane (the output from

the speeh reognizer);

2. a paraphrase of the utterane { the result of trans-

lating the reognized input bak into the lient's own

language;

3. the textual translation of the utterane spoken by the

other party.

Figure 5: The NESPOLE! monitor window.

These textual representations provide the users with the a-

pability to identify wrong translations and indiate errors to

the other party. A bad paraphrase is often a good india-

tor of a signi�ant error in the translation proess. When

an inaurate translation is deteted, the user an press

a dediated button that informs the other party to ignore

the translation being displayed, by highlighting the textual

translation in red on the monitor display of the other party.

The user an then repeat the turn. The urrent system

also allows the partiipants to orret speeh reognition

and translation errors via keyboard input, a feature whih

is very e�etive when bandwidth limitations degrade the

system performane. The \Monitor" window, whih allows

suh interation, is shown in detail in �gure 5.

The AeWhiteboard is provided to improve the quality and

the larity of the onversation through multi-modal tools:

it gives to the user the possibility to share with his remote

interloutor an image or a user's free-hand drawing; this is

realized in a very simple and intuitive way through a user in-

terfae that follows the standards of Windows appliations:

there is a menu, a tool-bar, and a status bar where the user

an read system, state, and button funtionality explana-

tions.

The funtionalities provided by the AeWhiteboard inlude:

image loading, free-hand drawing, area seleting, olor

hoosing, srolling the image loaded, zooming the image

loaded, URL opening, and Nespole! Monitor ativation.

The most important feature is that eah operation the user

does is shared with his remote interloutor, so they an om-



Figure 4: The user's view of the NESPOLE! system.

Figure 6: The AeWhiteboard in use.



muniate while viewing the same images and drawing on

idential-image whiteboards. An example of the AeWhite-

board being used to highlight two towns and hiking path

between them is shown in �gure 6. This �gure is taken from

an extension of the system, whih we urrently develop, that

an also handle summer ativities.

Typially, the lient would ask for distanes and diretions

from a proposed loation, say a hotel, to another, e.g., ski

slopes. By using the White-Board, the agent an indiate

the loations and draw routes on the map, aompanying

gestures with verbal explanations. The front-end of the NE-

SPOLE! system allows the partiipants to ommuniate en-

tirely with speeh and use gestures whenever they want.

4. SYSTEM EVALUATION
Di�erent evaluation sessions have been onduted, targeting

di�erent aspets:

1. the impat and usability of multi-modality;

2. experiments for assessing the impat of network traÆ

and the onsequenes of real paket-loss, on the sys-

tem's performane; and

3. end-to-end performane evaluations.

The database olleted during the projet and whih is be-

ing used in the various evaluations is desribed in [2℄. The

evaluation onerning Multi-Modality is presented in the a-

ompanying HLT2002 poster presentation [4℄. In this work

we will present the results from Network TraÆ impat and

the End-to-End evaluation.

4.1 Network traffic impact
In our various user studies and demonstrations, we have

been fored to deal with the detrimental e�ets of network

ongestion on the transmission of VoIP in our system. The

ritial network paths are the H323 onnetions between

the Mediator and the Client and Agent, whih rely on the

UDP protool, in order to guarantee real-time human-to-

human ommuniation. For demonstration purposes, we an

of ourse irumvent the problem by positioning the three

omponents involved (lient, agent, mediator) within lose

proximity, this is however not a realisti senario.

To quantify the inuene of UDP paket-loss on real-world

system performane, we ran a number of tests between

German lient installations in the USA (CMU at Pitts-

burgh) and Germany (UKA at Karlsruhe) alling a Me-

diator in Italy (IRST), whih in turns ontated the Ger-

man HLT server loated in Karlsruhe. The tests were

onduted by feeding a high-quality reording of the Ger-

man development-test set olleted at the beginning of the

projet into a omputer set-up for a video-onferene, i.e. we

replaed the mirophone by a DAT reorder (or a omputer)

playing a tape, while leaving everything else as it would

be for sessions with real subjets. In partiular, segmen-

tation was automatially performed by NetMeeting. The

thus produed segments were reognized separately by the

HLT servers and the hypotheses onatenated to alulate

the WER over the whole dialogue. These tests (a total of

more than 16 hours) were onduted at di�erent times of

the day on di�erent days of the week.

All in all, we were able to run 16 omplete tests, resulting in

an average word auray of 60.4%,
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with single values in the

63% to 59% range for paket-loss onditions between 0.1%

and 5.2%. Higher paket-loss ratios, resulting from generally

bad network onditions, usually led to a breakdown of the

Client-Mediator or Mediator-HLT server link due to time-

out onditions being reahed, or the inability to establish

a onnetion at all. These results are presented in graph-

ial from in �gure 7. We were however able to reord one

dialogue with 21.0% paket loss, whih resulted in a word

auray of 50.3%. This dialogue is very diÆult to under-

stand even for humans. From the reorded statistis, whih

we present in a paper desribing the Nespole! demo also in

these proeedings, we onlude that at least for paket-loss

ratios below 5%, this number alone is not suÆient to pre-

dit word-error rate. For 20% paket-loss, the loss in WER

is signi�ant, but we still observe less degradation than re-

ported in [8℄ on syntheti data. In pratial use, one is,

aording to our experiene, likely to deal with paket-loss

ratios below 5%, where there is no lear orrelation between

paket-loss and word-error rate.
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Figure 7: Inuene of paket-loss on word auray

of the German Nespole! reognizer.

Generally, we onlude from these experiments, that paket-

loss inuenes the performane of the system, but there is

no lear and drasti inuene of paket-loss on ASR perfor-

mane for the onditions we observed on our experiments.

However, beause lost pakets an also our during the

transmission of synthesized voie, and the original voie is

also transmitted between Agent and Client, the user is eas-

ily disturbed by the hirping assoiated with lost pakets. A

full End-to-End evaluation under all types of network on-

ditions however is beyond the sope of the presented work.

4.2 End-to-End evaluation
In Deember 2001, we onduted a large sale multi-

lingual end-to-end translation evaluation of the Nespole

�rst-showase system. For eah of the three language pairs

3

The word auray on the lean 16kHz reording is 71.2%.



(English-Italian, German-Italian and Frenh-Italian), four

unseen test dialogues that were not previously seen by the

system developers were used to evaluate the performane of

the translation system. The dialogues inluded two senar-

ios: one overing winter ski vaations, the other about sum-

mer resorts. One or two of the dialogues for eah language

ontained multi-modal expressions. The dialogues inluded

a mixture of dialogues that were olleted mono-lingually

prior to system development (both lient and agent spoke

the same language), and data olleted bilingually (during

the July 2001 MM experiment), using the atual transla-

tion system. This mixture of data onditions was intended

primarily for omprehensiveness and not for omparison of

the di�erent onditions. The evaluation was onduted by

human graders, who manually segmented the dialogues into

\Semanti Dialogue Units" (SDUs) and then assigned sores

to every SDU present in the utterane. This soring sheme

is disussed in [6℄.

Language Transribed ASR hypotheses

English-to-Italian 55% 43%

German-to-Italian 32% 27%

Frenh-to-Italian 44% 34%

Italian-to-English 47% 37%

Italian-to-German 47% 31%

Italian-to-Frenh 40% 27%

Table 1: Cross-lingual End-to-End Translation Re-

sults (\Fration of Aeptable SDUs (Interlingua

Units)") on Transribed Input and Hypotheses from

Speeh Reognition.

The results of the ross-lingual evaluation are summarized in

table 1. Our results indiate that between 27% and 43% of

Interlingua Units (i.e. translation onepts suh as \Request

to reserve 1 room for 2 persons and 1 week" or \Enquire

distane between hotel and bus-stop") have been translated

orretly. While this level of translation auray annot be

onsidered impressive, our user studies and system demon-

strations indiate that it is already suÆient for ahieving

e�etive ommuniation between real users, espeially with

the multi-modal apabilities of the present system.

5. FURTHER INFORMATION
The NESPOLE! projet [5℄ has already lead to a number of

publiations on speeh reognition [7, 10, 1℄ and Interlingua-

based speeh-to-speeh translation [6, 3, 9℄. The NESPOLE!

database is desribed in [2℄; as the system is urrently regu-

larly demonstrated we are still olleting data under a num-

ber of di�erent onditions. An aompanying poster presen-

tation is also appearing in these proeedings [4℄. The projet

web-site an be found at http://nespole.it.it.
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